
CHAPTER SIX 

The Mystic Quest 

Kamala Das is primarily a lyric not a mystic poet. In the technical sense, 

she is not concemed with mysticism, yoga or spirituality. She is nĉ t a 'mystic' in 

the sense in which Sri Aurobinda is. Yet there is a marked mystical strain in 

some of her poems which contributes to their depth, colour, intensity and lyricism. 

These poems reach out beyond the barriers of time and space. They satisfy 

our craving for something which is transcendent to us. And this brings us nearer 

to the mystic elements in her poetry. 

Kamala Das's love of nature and man had by unconscious steps merged 

into her love of God. Deep personal sufferings had given a mellowness to her 

images and themes. Growing experience brought home to herth^t life is in the 

ultimate analysis an impenetrable mystery. The wonder and pathos of human 

life had brought a new sympathy and understanding to her poetry. Unless, 

however, something is innate, it can never exfoliate. No wonder Das betrays 

her inchoate mystical tendency on the very day of her marriage. When Madhav 

Das embraced her, she begged him to think of God. She said : "The is our 

wedding night, we should first pray to Krishna". (My Story, p.79). 

Mysticism suffuses her, art as much as her life. Her celebration of her 

grandmotner's single-minded piety, her heart consecrated to Shiva, reflects 

back upon the poet's own frame of mind: 

All her feasts were monotonous 

For the only dish served was always God... 

She told us how she rode her elephant 

When she was ten or eleven 

Every Monday without fail 

To the Siva Shrine. 

r'Blood", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p.4). 
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The religiosity of Das comes through in an apparently trivial entry in My 

Story. One day a cook was shouting obscenities at a thieving ape. then about 

that cook Das comments that he was not at all religious. He made fun of all the 

Hindu gods, hurting the sentiments of others. (Nly Story, p.6). Das is a devotee 

of Krishna. Her Krishna-Prem is seen even in her day-to-day life. Every morning 

Das's grandmother used to read the Bhagavatham and the Gita and she sat 

for an hour listening to her. One day Das told her grandmother that her son was 

moving in the womb. The grandmother asked her how she knew that it would be 

a son. In reply Das said; "It will be a son and he will look like Krishna, I told her." 

(My Story, p.82). The reason for her conviction is that she had actually sublimated 

her sexual love for any earthly lover into spiritual love for the divine lover that 

Krishna is. Her obsession with Krishna shows through the following confession: 

Through the smoke of the incense I saw the beauteous 

smile of my Krishna. Always, always, I shall love you I told 

him, not speaking aloud but willing Him to hear me, only 

you will be my husband, only your horoscope will match 

with mine fIVIy Story, p.82). 

Faith in God can sustain us even at the crucial moment. One day Das's 

first son fell seriously ill after having castor seeds. She went to the kitchen at 

midnight, lay on floor, prayed for his recovery. Her whole mind was then exclusively 

occupied by the beautiful, the incomparably beautiful face of Guruvayur's Krishna 

and his smile. (Wly Story, p.93) Her love for Krishna is further evident from her 

childish play with her little son Monoo. Sometimes she painted her fingers blue 

with blue ink and told Monoo that she was Krishna. Monoo took her at her word 

and enjoyed very much playing with the surrogate Krishna. Like whitman. Das 

firmly believes that man cannot live by bread alone. Material prosperity can 

never bring real happiness. Spiritual fulfilment is man's paramount need. As in 

the sphere of the spiritual life, so in the sphere of the artistic life the discovery of 

the self comes first. And it is the sense of loneliness that brings the process to 

its culmination. 
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The feeling of loneliness was a constant in Das's life from her childhood 

on. She could not adjust to her companions. On a picnic day her teacher scolded 

her for sitting alone. Remembering that day, Das says in My Story. 

Oh I was lonely that day.... Helen the only girl who could 

dance, was telling the others of the film called The Blue 

Bird". 1 wondered why I did not join the girls who crowded 

around her. HVy Story,p.8). 

Gradually a time came when she lost all interest In lessons. During her stay in 

Calcutta with her father, she wrestled valiantly with the problem of her ever-

increasing isolation. Wly Story chronicles this desparate struggle: "Every 

morning 1 told myself that 1 muxt raise myself from the desolation of my life and 

escape into another life and in another country". (My Story, p.68). 

She has thus experienced the Upanisadic dictum "Charaibeti, Charaibeti". 

In Tagore's "Bafaka", the same refrain is heard: "Hetha Noi Hetha Noi Annya 

Kotha, Annya Knokhane". 

In "Composition"Das confesses that 

That only secrets 1 always 

withoid 

are that I am so alone, 

("Composition", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p.113). 

Marriage changes her life in so many respects, but it brings no end to her 

self imprisonment. Her isolation remains as impregnable as ever: "It was true 

that I had my friends, the ladies of the neighbourhood who came every morning 

to tastewhat my cook had made for my lunch and to sit on our sofas and gossip, 

but each of them basked in the warmth of a successful marriage and could 

never, never, understand why 1 was so different and felt so deprieved" ̂ y Story, 

p.9^)."Ghanasilyam" portrays her as a loner with all the accompanying anguish: 

At three in the morning 

I wake trembling from dreams of a stark white loneliness 

Like bleached bones cracking in the desert sun was my loneliness. 

("Gtianasttyam", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p.94). 
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In her conjugal life Kamala Das settled down to housekeeping and to such 

chores as sewing the buttons and darning old clothes all through th^ hot 

afternoons. In the evening she brought her husband his tea and a plate of snacks. 

She kept herself busy with dreary housework while her spirit chafed against the 

constraints and trivia of domesticity. Her lacerated spirit finds its outlet in "Of 

Calcutta". 

Here in my husband's home, 1 am a trained circus dog 

Jumping my routine hoops each day, where is my soul 

My spirit, where the muted tongues of my desire ? 

("Of Calcutta", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p.59). 

This is the inescapable lot of an average Indian wife. Her more fortunate 

Western counterpart too feels the sting of isolation. American poets like Sylvia 

Plath and Anne Sexton too share the predicament of Das. Both of them visualized 

the woman sitting alone in an untidy home in the midmorning, munching left

overs with cold tea after the husbands and children have left for work and school. 

Adreinne Reich very vividly pictures the wife as an anonymous cross between 

cook and mother beyond the capacity of the language to convey her elusive 

identity: 

if I'm lonely 

it must be the loneliness 

of waking first, of breathing 

dawn's first, cold breath or the city 

of being the one awake 

in a house wrapped in sleep 

and if they ask me my identity 

What can I say but 

I am the androgyne 

I am the living mind you fail to describe 

in your dead language 

the lost noun, the verb surviving 

only in the infinitive 
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the letters of my name are 

written under the lids 

of the newborn child. (Sanjukta Das, Feminist Literary Criticism: 

A New Look at Old Things"). 

Creative minds seek diversions when they are intensely lonely. And it is this 

loneliness, 1 think, that helped Kamala Das to hear the flute of Lord Krishna. In 

Indian philosophy she finds the highest expression of the human mind and the 

greatest unifying force of humanity. 

Das's religio-philosophic concerns were there from the very beginning of 

her life. She is neither a saint scorning the sensual pleasures nor a yogi 

wandering in the forest for enlightenment, but a woman of parts and of the world. 

Neither does she address God directly nor does she crave for mercy in the 

manner of George Herbert. Like Vaughan, she does not soar aloft but remains 

ever on the earth with her eyes fixed oh domestic life. Unlike Shelley's "Skylark", 

a denizen of the sky, she has rather affinity with Wordsworth's "Skylark". She 

straddles both the sky and the earth. Her integral mysticism finds eloquent 

expression mainly in the following pieces: "After the Illness", "Gino", "Luminol", 

"Radha", "Krishna", "Advice to Fellow-Swimmers", "Composition", 

"Ghanashyam", "The Blind Walk", "Inheritance", "White Man with Whiter Legs", 

"Vrindavan", "Radha-Krishna". 

Along the path of sin and bliss, of sensual enjoyment and material success, 

one proceeds towards the spiritual life. Like Nishim Ezekiel, Kamala Das is 

aware of her sinful self. In "Ode to a Lynx" the lyric speaker reveals the poet's 

inner most being: 

Although with every cell awake in me I desire you 

I shall not eddy to that inky depth again 

Where I shall see, looking down 

Not my familiar face but guilt's.,. 

(•'Ode to a Lynx,"Collected Poems, Vol. 1. p.88). 
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She has the candour to confess to her lapse in "A Man is a Season": 

Perhaps I lost nny way, perhaps 
I went astray 

("A Man is a Season", CoJIected Poems, Vol. 1, p.8D). 

She has also the contrition of a reformed sinner as testified by "A Souvenir of 
Bone".: 

If I am a sinner, please 

Forgive my sins. 

("A Souvenir of Bone", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p. 33). 

This consciousness of her own sinfulness sets her on the quest for redemption. 

A mystical poem does not deal with the quest, "How does the world work? 

but with, "What is the meaning of life, reality and of the universe?" "A Request" 

radiates the aroma of Das's mysticism: 

Let them tell 

By their smell 

What life was worth 

on this earth 

what love was worth 

In the end ("A Request', The Descendants, p.5). 

Granted the brevity of life and love, she is bent on discovering the compensating 

bliss: 
Ask me why life is short and Love Is 
Shorter still, ask me what is bliss and what its price. 

("Tlie Stone Age", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p.96). 

She articulates her realisation of the ever increasing elusiveness of truth as 

every bit of garnered truth begets a disturbing doubt setting afresh the quest 

over again. And she summarises in "Nani". 

Each tnjth 

Ends thus with a query. It is this designed . 

Deafness that turns mortality into 

Immortality, the definite into 

The sort indefinite. ("Nani", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p.18). 
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The quest for truth figures prominently in Das's mystic poetry. Mystic Poetry 

ordinarily defies attemptsat analysis or description. N.K. Gupta has rightly 

pointed out that there is a difference between spiritual poetry and mystic poetry. 

When the spirit speaks its own language in its own name, we have spiritual 

poetry. If, however, the spirit speaks - out of choice or necessity - an alien 

language in a strange manner e.g. that of a profane consciousness or of the 

consciousness of another domain idealistic or philoso phical or even occult, 

puts on or imitates spirit's language and manner, we have what we propose to 

call mystic poetry. (A.N. Dwivedi, Four Indo-Anglian Poets, p. 100.) It needs 

to be examined how far this definition of mystical poetry fits Das's poetry. 

\n"Composition", she conveys the idea of the One underlying the Many, 

changeless Reality pervading the everchanging world: 

Ultimately 

I will feed only the hunger 

to feed other hungers. 

that basic one, 

To caimble, 

to dissolve 

and to retain in other things 

of oneself. ("Composition", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p. 119.) 

In My Story Kamala Das says: "We are burdened with perishable bodies 

which strike up bonds which are also unreal, and perishable. The only 

relationship that is permanent is the one which we form with God. My mate is 

He. He shall come to me in myriad shapes. In many shapes shall I surrender to 

His desire, I shall be fondled by Him. I shall be betrayed by Him. (shall pass 

through all the pathways of this world, condemning none, understanding all and 

then become part of Him. Then for me there shall be no return journey" fWly 

Story, p. 166) Here isVedantism very subtly encapsulated. 

The yearning of the finite soul as the lover for union with the infinite God 

as the beloved is a recurrent or common motif in mystical literature throughout 
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the world. May be Das is not a religious poet in the strictest sense, but she is 

not an atheist either. Her mystic quest comes through in "The Suicide" for 

example: 

While I enter deeper 

With joys I discover 

The sea's hostile cold 

is after all skin deep. 

The sea's Inner chambers are all very warm 

There must be a sun slumbering 

At the vortex of the sea. 

("The Suicide", Collected Poems, Vol. 1, p.72). 

Here the sun symbolizes divine consciousness, which is the aspiring soul's 

quarry. This is highly reminiscent of Tagore who writes : 

I dive down into the depth of the ocean 

of forms, hoping to gain the perfect pearl 

of the formless. 

(Kabindranath Tagore.Gitanjali, Macmillan India Ltd., p.66). 

A poem like "The Inheritance" is a devastating expose of social evils. 

Das unmasks the conventional Indian spirituality as a kind of mindlessness. 

She strongly opposes the continuation of lifeless conventions and dead 

customs. The indignity and exploitation of man outrages her. She wants reforms 

in society, politics, education, and ethics. She mocks at the multi-religious 

outlook of the Indians : 

Oh God, 

Blessed be your fair name, blessed be the religion 

Purified in the unbelievers" blood, blessed be 

Our sacred City, blessed be its incarnadined glory. 

("The lnheritance",The Old Playhouse, p.20). 

" Ghanashyam" res/ea\s the poet's yearning to merge with Krishna and her joy 
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at an imminent union. Through a brilliant image, the poet underlines the divine 

immanence within her own self: 

Ghanashyam 

You have like a koel built your nest in the arbour of my heart 

My life, until now a sleeping jungle, is at last astir with music 

("Ghanashyam", Collected Poems.Vol. 1, p.93). 

Krishna's residence within her own being has totally changed the very temper 

of her life and has filled herwith an In effable joy. Inthe culminating metaphor of 

the poem, the poet's soul is a catch in the net of the fisherman, Ghanashyam: 

Shyam O Ghanashyam 

You have like a fisherman cast your net in the narrows 

of my mind 

And towards you my thoughts today 

Must race like enchanted fish, (ibid, p.93). 

Kamala Das wants this peace and happiness to be enjoyed by all people. 

The prerequisite for this enjoyment, however, in man's conquest of his physicality, 

. his bondage to the flesh : 

When you learn to swim 

go swim in the sea, 

go swim in the great blue sea 

Where the first tide you meet is your body, 

that familiar pest, 

but if you learn to cross it 

You are safe, yes beyond it you are safe 

For, even sinking would make no difference then. 

("Advice to Fellow - Swimmers," CoUected Poems, p. 100.) 

In "A Phantom Lotus", Das penetrates through the deceptive veil of 

appearance into the abiding reality behind. She celebrates here faith's capacity 
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to spiritualize man and to transport him to the spiritual plane: 

Heed 

My faith alone, all the rest is 

Perishable, and as such, but 

Delusions. Any stone can make 

An idol. Loving this one, I 

Seek but another way to know 

Him who has no more a body 

To offer, and whose blue face is 

A phantom lotus on the waters of my dreams. 

("A Phantom Lotus". CoMected Poems, p.32). 

Tagoretoo is consumed by the burning desire for self-transcendence; 

That I want thee, only thee - let my 

heart repeat without end. All desires that 

distract me, day and night, are false and 

empty to the core. 

(Rabindranath Tagore, Gitanjali, Macmillan India Ltd., p. 22). 

In "Contacts" Kamala Das treats death as an analogue of sleep and 

asserts her disembodied spirit's everlastingness: 

.... in that longer sleep 

only 

The world 

shall die, and I 

Remain, just being 

Also being a remaining. ("Contacts",The Descendants, p. 19). 

In the midst of everything's evanescence, spirit alone has eternity. Das has been 

immensely influenced by the Gita.She believes that the soul migrates from one 

body to another. It is enternal. In My Story, she expounds this central tenet of 

the Gita: "What exists must exist. Only the compositions will change. Tomorrow 

my soul might migrate into the womb of a housebuilder's woman". fWly Story, 

p.191). 
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There is a correlation between this formulation of Das and the Sloka 22 

(Samkhya Theory and Yoga Practice) of the Gita ; 

Just as a person casts off worn out garments and puts 

on others that are new, even so does the embodied soul 

cast out worn-out bodies and take on others that are new. 

fRadhakrishnan.The Bhagavad Gita, p. 108). 

In "Composition" Das defines both man's ultimate discovery and the 

ultimate reality In terms of boththe Vedanta and Modern physics : 

The ultimate discovery will be 

that we are immortal 

the only things mortal being 

systems and arrangements. 

("Composition", The Descendants, p. 35). 

The above lines resemble the following from the Gita (sloka 20 Ch. II): 

na jayate mriyate va Kadacin 

na 'yarn bhutva bhavita va na bhuyah 

ajo nityah sasvato 'yam Purano 

na hanyate hanyamane sarire 

In Radhakrishnan's English rendering, this reads as follows: 

He is never born, nor does he die at anytime, nor having 

once come to be will he again cease to be. He is unborn, 

eternal, permanent and primeval. He is not slain when 

the body is slain. (Radhakrishnan,The Bhagvad Gita,, 

p.107). 

it would therefore be no stretching the truth to claim that the Gita has 

moulded Das's personality. The concluding chapter of My Story pretty 

conclusively demonstrates her unqualified acceptance of the underlying 

philosophy of the Gita.-
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If we were to forget the words past, present and future 

and we're to see life as a collage, a vast assembly of 

things and people and motions we shall stop grieving for 

the dead, stop pining for the living and stop accumulating 

visible wealth. fWIy Story, p. 191). 

That Das is echoing here similar ideas from the Gita becomes obvious 

from the following citation : 

For to the one that is born death is certain and certain is 

birth for the one that has died. Therefore for what is un 

avoidable, thou shouldst not grieve. (Radhakrishnan.The 

BhagvadGlta, p.111) 

In the Gita it has been said that the world is nothing but the shadow of the 

eternal God; its pleasures are as transient and short-lived as the bubbles of 

water. The worldly tempatations are the deceptions of the 'Maya', and one should 

not indulge in them. Writing in this philosophic vein, Emerson says: 

What we call nature, the enternal world, has no real 

existance is only phenomenal. Youth., aqe.. property are 

successive maias (deceptions) through which Vishnu 

mocks and instructs the soul. CDr. S. D. 

Sharma.Thematic Dichotomy of Writing in Indian 
English Indology and Culture, p. 67). 

Kamala Das too concieves reality in the same metaphysical mystical terms 

when she observes that: "One's real world is not what is outside him. It is the 

immeasurable world inside him that is real. Only the one who has decided to 

travel inwards, will realize that his route has no end. (Wly Story, p.98) This 

realisation serves as the background to most of her poems. In "/A Man is a 

season" the poet dramatizes the contrast between man's ephemerality and 

spirit's eternity: 

A man is a season 

You are eternity. 

fDr. A. N. Dwivedi, Studies in Contemporary Indo 

English Verse, p. 104). 
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Kamala Das has achieved peace because she has shed all desires like 

water into the sea. In the Gita it is said that: "He unto whom all desires enter as 

water into the sea, which though ever being filled is ever motionless, attains to 

peace and not he who hugs his desires" fRadhakrishnan, The Bhagavad Gita, 

p. 128). That Das has succeeded in extirpating all carnal desire is manifest in 

"The Suicide". 

The white man who offers 

Himself as a stiff drink, 

is for me, 

To tell the truth, 

Only water. ("T/ieSfy/c/de",The Descendants, p.3). 

The Upanishads stress that he who has realised the self - "Atmakama" -

becomes one all whose desires are satisfied — "Apta-kama" and ultimately 

transcends the desires, becoming "Akam". Like Whitman, Kamala Das has 

also an unwavering belief in the permanent self which underlies all the contents 

of consciousness. This belief finds an emphatic expression in her poem, 

"Gtianasfiyam". 

But if he is you, and I am you 

Who is loving whom 

Who is the husk, who the kemel 

Where is the body where is the soul 

You come in strange forms 

And your names are many. 

(Gftanasftyam,Collected poems, Vol. I, p.94). 

Dr. Mohan Lai Sharma rightly says that this is the highest peak that the 

love experience can scale according to the Vedantic tradition - the point where 

the lover and the beloved merge into one infinite identity. This is the acme of the 

advaitic realization. But I cannot agree with his view that "We need not stress 

that Kamala Das has realized the highest goal of the spiritual journey, but she is 

very much on the way. (Dr. A. N. Dwivedi, Studies in Contemporary Indo-

English Verse, p. 106). 

The Upanishads set a premium on the meditation on self. Like Whitman, 
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Kamala Das's method of self- realization follows closely the Vedantic precept: 

Who are you, I ask each and everyone, 

The answer is it is I. Anywhere and, 

Everywhere, I see the one who calls himself 

If in this world, he is tightly packed like the 

Sword in its sheath. ("An Introduction",The Old 

Playhouse and Other Poems, p. 27). 

This lends weight to the contention that Kamala Das has reached her spiritual 

destination: 

I am sinner 

I am saint, lam the beloved and the 

Betrayed. I have no joys which are not yours, no 

Aches which are, not yours, I too call myself I. (Ibid) 

This is the summit of self-realization. It is this realization that offers the 

enlightened the peace that passes all understanding. 
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